
Paneltech Overlays
Our Values

Superior Performance

The key to the consistent high performance of Paneltech Overlays 
relative to other manufacturers is the focus on thorough and 
complete saturation of the overlay through its profile. This strategy 
of complete saturation is crucial to the durability and performance 
of the overlay in concrete-form as well as general purpose 
applications. This complete saturation cannot be achieved following 
the high-speed, low-cost approach adopted by the competition. 

Outstanding Value

While Paneltech Overlays may not always carry the lowest pricing, 
the value to your customers is much higher per dollar spent. 

Competent and Responsive Service

Our service staff has extensive experience in solving issues 
regarding performance of the panel/overlay system. This experience 
includes a broad base of resin chemistry and web manufacturing as 
well as panel manufacturing

Special Notes on
Paneltech’s New and Improved
High Flow, 407C

Through continuous improvement, we have developed a high flow that 
is optimized for consistent and reliable performance. Paneltech’s High 
Flow is the workhorse of the concrete form MDO world.

Superior Surface Quality  
Pour tests indicate that the high flow product gives superior surface 
quality, particularly when used with hardwood faces. Experts in concrete 
forming indicate that this surface quality approaches that of a 100/30 
HDO!

Unmatched Check Resistance
High Flow products, because of their higher resin content, can be 
vulnerable to checking or cracking issues in the field. Products that 
claim higher resin contents are particularly vulnerable. Each run of our 407C high flow is tested thoroughly by exposing it to temperatures 
over 200 °F for extended periods to measure its check resistance.  

Excellent Durability
The higher resin content in combination with the overlay densification that occurs upon pressing, produces a panel with superior durability. 
This durability can be best realized with proper panel care and handling, as recommended.
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Construction project at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport using Paneltech’s 
389C Concrete Form Overlays
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New and improved High Flow, 407C.

View of construction at SeaTac International Airport using 
Paneltech’s Concrete Form Overlays.
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The Paneltech Concrete Form
MDO Advantage

Paneltech MDO is made with an emphasis on quality. Quality in resin systems, quality in 
paper substrates and most of all, quality in production processes. This process focus gives 
superior saturation, which in turn leads to improved performance in abrasion resistance 
and dependability of the overlay.

Superior Resin Distribution, Superior Performance
An even distribution of resin throughout the overlay is critical to the performance of concrete-form MDO. The figure below demonstrates 
the performance improvement using an abrasion test.  Before running the abrasion test, the overlays were exposed for 72 hours to a 
highly alkaline solution similar in alkalinity to concrete. The panels are then abraded with an abrasion wheel. The number of cycles of the 
test sample are recorded and the test panel thickness and weight are tracked. The vertical axis of the graph below represents the 
thickness of the paper. As you move from left to right on the graph, you can see the difference in abrasion resistance due to the degree of 
saturation or the resin distribution of the overlay. For a detailed explanation of why resin distribution and saturation are important, please 
refer to the Paneltech Tech Bulletins entitled Overlay Basics and Optimized Saturation.

Paneltech offers several types of concrete form MDO. The standard 389C and its high-flow counterpart 407C offer excellent abrasion 
resistance compared to oiled BB plywood and the competitive alternatives. Paneltech’s high-flow MDOs offer even more performance, 
based on their added resin content and the added densification that occurs in the press.  

The graph above shows typical results as measured by caustic abrasion testing.  Field results depend greatly on a number of factors 
including the alkalinity of the mix, temperatures, cleaning and oiling of the forms, and so on.  

Overlay performance can vary substantially with the alkalinity of the concrete mix used and the care with which the finished panels are 
handled. Cleaning between uses is very important. We recommend treatment first at the mill and then in the field with a good reactive 
form oil, such as Nox-crete®, to maximize the life of the panel.

Recommendations for care and handling of forms are outlined in another Paneltech Tech Bulletin, as well as a number of other excellent 
publications. 

Paneltech HDO – 
Clearly Superior Performance

Paneltech has a well-proven HDO system that has been thoroughly tested over time through field application. The product has been 
continuously improved to deliver more features that make it easier to process, while providing the ultimate in field performance.

Fully Tested
Each run of Paneltech HDO is thoroughly tested to ensure good check resistance and reduced pinking tendencies.  

Superior Performance
Paneltech’s HDO has superior alkalinity and abrasion resistance. The third-party test data below were gathered by exposing the HDO to a 
high-alkalinity solution, then testing the abrasion resistance using a Taber Abraser. Referring to the chart, notice that the higher the 
number of cycles until failure, the higher the measured abrasion resistance of the panel.  

 

The performance of the Paneltech 100/30 system 
was easily 30% higher than the competitive panel 
and some measurements indicated performance that 
was nearly double. In fact, on average, the Paneltech 
100/30 system outperformed the competitors 
120/30!

In addition, Paneltech has improved the check 
resistance of the HDO system as proven through 
extensive check testing at elevated temperatures 
and times.This improved field performance was 
validated through independent pour testing using a 
highly alkaline mix.

Actual field performance, as always, varies 
substantially depending on the aggressiveness of the 
concrete mix, the care in handling the panels, the 
temperatures involved, and the processing 
parameters used to produce the panel.

The Concrete Form Product Application Matrix can guide you in 
your selection of the appropriate MDO technology.

Concrete Form
Product Application Matrix

Concrete Pour
Appearance

Durability

Grain Masking
& Panel Features

Low Pressure
Blisters

Preferred
Application

Resin
Content

Caliper

305

Adequate

OK with good
form oil

Better than BB

Not recommended
without good

thicknesses control

Low cost
to compete

with BB

35%

Approx 0.014 in

454

Better

Good

Best

Best

One step
for high
masking

35%

Approx 0.020 in

407

Good

Best

Panel features
show through

Better

High durability
best with

hardwood faces

37-38%

Approx 0.020 in

389

Best

Good

Good

Good

Good for high
quality pours or
cushion sheet

35%

Approx 0.017 in
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